
 Industrial IT-OT Converged SOC
OTORIO’s OT Security Operation Center (SOC) service fundamentally enhances the effectiveness, 
efficiency and consistency of plant security operation. The IT-OT converged SOC continuously monitors 
the production floor, preemptively scans for digital security gaps, and highlights and prioritizes 
actionable risk reduction measures according to their potential business impact. As an industrial-
tailored SOC, it has a distinct role in maintaining the safety, reliability, and productivity of operational 
processes. The service leverages deep-domain expertise with proprietary technologies. It orchestrates 
and automates threat intelligence management, security event monitoring, and incident response 
processes. The OTORIO SOC service enables information sharing and coordination of activity between IT 
and OT stakeholders, as well as operational impact review for executive management. 
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Safe industry 4.0 digitalization

 Benefits of the OTORIO OT converged SOC

Industry 4.0 digitalization, essential to organizational business growth, introduces ever-growing cyber-
related challenges. Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) technologies, integral to 
the core of the OTORIO IT-OT converged SOC, enable faster and safer responses to digital operational 
challenges. They can lead to a proactive reduction of cyber-related losses, based on existing operational 
personnel and reasonable investments, while also leveraging existing organizational solutions.
In today’s increasingly complex operational digital environment, utilizing existing solutions through 
orchestration, automation, and enforcement are far more effective than integrating best-of-breed 
security controls. 

• Native IT-OT converged SOC, monitors OT assets and vertical-agnostic processes 
• Forward-looking sources and technology-rich security orchestration, automation, and enforcement 

driven solutions, proactively counteract current and future industrial cyber risks 
• OT SOC, operated by world-leading “special forces” talent, with unique and extensive deep-

domain expertise, leverages proprietary, cutting-edge technology combined with existing security 
mechanisms 

• Offers decision making support with actionable, industrial risk prioritization 
• Ensures fast, comprehensive, and effective operational remediation and mitigation processes and 

playbooks 
• Delivers customized operational and integrated cyber threat intelligence 
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 OTORIO OT SOC operation modes

 OTORIO incident response (IR) service

 Use cases

 OTORIO - Industrial-native cyber and digital risk-management
solutions provider

The OTORIO Converged OT SOC can be implemented as a standalone OT SOC, or integrated with an IT 
SOC and SIEM. It allows flexible operation with various operation modes, such as All-in, Handshake, 
and Co-Operated. For remote operation, the remote connection and access to the SOC is protected by 
OTORIO’s unique, secured solution. 
• All-in - OTORIO takes full responsibility for SOC operations – T1, T2, and T3
• Handshake - Shared responsibility between customer operation (T1) and OTORIO support (T2 & T3) 
• Co-Operated - OTORIO (T2 & T3) and a partner (T1) 

No organization is 100% immune to cyber-attacks, and once an incident occurs you have to reduce the 
potential impact and return to normal operations as quickly as possible.
OTORIO’s IR teams are trained to restore the OT network operational integrity promptly, while making 
safety the highest priority. without sacrificing safety conditions. Based on an unmatched national 
military experience in defending mission critical infrastructures and industrial engineering knowledge, 
OTORIO’s teams developed a tailored industrial Incident Response approach:
• Take full responsibility immediately after an attack in order to contain and remove the threat 
• Find the root cause of the problem 
• Identify the source of the attack

• Outsource OT real-time risk monitoring and management 
• Utilize centralized industrial risk-management – skillfully combine global plants and processes 
• Merge current IT monitoring methods with converged OT monitoring and management 
• Orchestrate and automate diverse OT data sources 
• Promptly identify cyber attacks by remote, and on-site Incident Response expert teams 

OTORIO combines the professional experience of top nation-state cyber-security experts with 
cutting edge digital risk-management technologies to provide the highest level of protection for the 
manufacturing industry. OTORIO’s automated Digital Risk-based Maintenance solution aggregates threat 
data analysis to provide deep insights into industrial control systems, identifying risks and mitigating 
them before they can cause damage. Our cyber experts work closely with our customers’ cyber and 
operational teams to tailor solutions that address their specific industrial digital security needs, 
according to their level of digital maturity. OTORIO empowers industrial companies to implement, 
automate, and operate secure production, making way for a safer, more reliable and productive 
industry. 


